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Grade Three

During the third grade, most children go through the inner transformation that Rudolf Steiner
called the “nine-year change.” The child incarnates more fully into the physical body, leaves the
magical world of early childhood, and experiences himself as an independent being separate
from the world. A number of new musical experiences are now appropriate: singing songs in a
major diatonic key; playing the Choroi diatonic C-flute; and learning the rudiments of musical
notation, though in an imaginative way. The keynote C is central now, providing a “landing,” or
grounding point, for the child who is at this stage in the incarnating process.

Sacred songs and folk songs are important, as are songs about house building, cooking,
gardening, and telling time—key subjects in the third-grade curriculum. As preparation for
part-singing, the children learn songs in which they can experience call-and-response, drones,
antiphony, ostinatos, and other steps toward singing in harmony. They make music lesson books
that contain their growing musical vocabulary and that show their new skills in reading and
writing traditional musical notation.

The musical element of rhythm tied to beat is introduced in the third grade. Steiner speaks of
beat as “driving us into our bones,” so that it is now appropriate for the nine-year-old who is
entering more deeply into the physical body and the material world. Simple percussion
instruments are used to explore beat, rhythm, and other qualities of tempo.
For the younger child, performing for an audience engenders too much
self-consciousness—literally. It is more appropriate to “share” the class workings at an assembly
or other small classroom venue for parents with the children in their own circle, rather than
facing an audience, whose gaze and focus is on them. After the nine-year change, the child’s
awareness of her own individuality has developed sufficiently to meet this experience in a
healthy way.
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